
Associazione Vicit Leo
via Querini 1/d, 30174 Mestre (VE), Italy

11th July 2020

Dear Friend,

An ambitious and very important human rights project is taking shape, promoted by the Vicit Leo 
non-profit association. We want to share this news with you.

In May, the association launched an appeal to save the Church and the world, signed by prelates, 
magistrates, lawyers, doctors, scientists, journalists and intellectuals. Vicit Leo is now preparing to 
file a criminal complaint against the WHO, in which the web of corruption and conflicts of interest 
that move this international organisation will be brought to light. Behind this pandemic lies the
multi-billion pound economic interests of the vaccine industry, big pharma and a developing 
dictatorship that aims to keep the world population under control through microchips and fear-
mongering.

It is also a known fact that the WHO insisted on implementing a worldwide practice that people 
infected with Covid-19 should be placed into care homes: the result was a huge increase in the 
death rate.

We are gathering an overwhelming amount of evidence showing how a planned project of 
depopulation lies behind these economic interests. There are a lot of people who are responsible for 
this developing dictatorship: the most important two are Bill Gates and Tedros Ghebreyesus, who 
appear to want to rule and terrorise the population using AI systems and laws that reduce human 
rights.

In the coming months Vicit Leo will launch a series of extensive meetings and investigations under 
the supervision of its Scientific Committee, its Juridical Committee, and its Ethics Committee and 
also commence criminal proceedings against the leaders of this dictatorship. Procedures will take 
place in different countries in Europe, the U.S.A., and around the world.

The activity of Vicit Leo  is very demanding and has already required significant investments in 
terms of resources and consultancy. That’s why we need your support. Inevitably, that includes your
vital financial support. This campaign relies on the contribution of professionals, of specialists in 
their respective fields, and it is vital that our efforts remain at the highest level of scientific authority
and seriousness of research in order to obtain concrete results.

We are in need £100,000 sterling just to pay lawyers and their staff, to engage the services of 
doctors and scientific consultants, to organise informative meetings, to gather scientific evidence; to
plan a successful campaign agenda and embark on an investigation that will be relayed through our 
website, in our magazine, and printed on pamphlets, exposing the facts behind this inconceivable 
crime.

For this reason we turn to you, trusting in your concrete response and help that is, particularly in 
this day and age, crucial and indispensable for the defence of human life, for the health of citizens, 
and for the fundamental freedoms of the individual and of our Christian civilisation. All these 
values are endangered by an elite that no one has elected and that tries in every way to dominate 
and subdue us.

You can contribute with a one-off donation or with a fixed monthly payment. Your vital help is 

https://veritasliberabitvos.info/appeal
http://vicitleo.org/
http://vicitleo.org/


valued immensely by us and we would be grateful if you could inform friends and family of this 
project. Donations of £100 sterling would be a good starting point, although every ten, twenty or 
fifty pound donation will be of crucial help in this battle for our children's future. And, if you are 
able, please consider giving more. Anything that you can provide will be of enormous help and 
greatly appreciated.

We are fighting a battle in which the children of darkness are trying to overthrow the children of 
light: it is up to us - with the help of God and the powerful intercession of Our Lady - to choose 
which side we want to be on. You can play an important part in that choice with the simple gesture 
of helping fund the campaign by donating to us through our U.K.-based colleagues; account details 
are provided below.

Thank you so very much.

Professor Pierfrancesco Belli
Vicit Leo onlus

P.S.   Please do join us in this fight, as the WHO is committing a crime against human rights, 
against our freedom and against our children’s lives and futures. We can stop the WHO by uniting 
together. Our team of professionals will keep you informed and up-to-date with all the news, the 
developments, the progress made, and every goal achieved during this campaign.

Fund details for donations:

Account Name: The Saint George Educational Trust

Bank: Barclays Bank UK PLC

IBAN: GB15 BUKB 2045 4510 7652 87

SWIFTBIC: BUKBGB22

Sort Code: 20-45-45

Account Number: 10765287


